The 116 citations on book catalogs are divided into the following two main sections: (1) Selected References, in alphabetic sequence by personal or institutional author and (2) Anonymous Entries, in alphabetic sequence by title. One hundred and seven of the citations cover the years 1960 through March 1969. There are five scattered citations in the 1950s and two citations with no dates. There is also one citation for 1915 and one for 1938. The citations cover the following aspects of book catalogs: preparation, preservation and maintenance; economics and cost data; mechanization; conversion to machine-readable form; the book catalog versus the card catalog and the computerized catalog. (MM)
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SELECTED REFERENCES


13. Cutler, Dorothy.  

13A. Cox, Nigel S.M. and Michael W. Grose, Eds.  


17. Drake, C. L.  

18. Ebert, Eloise.  

19. Evans, L. H.  


22. Gore, D.  
23. Griffin, Marjorie.  

24. Harris, Ira.  

25. Hasting, E. R.  


27. Heinritz, F.  

28. Henderson, J. D.  
Book catalogs of the Los Angeles County Public Library In Herbert Goldhor, ed. Proceedings of the 1963 Clinic on library applications of data processing, held at the University of Illinois, April 29-May 1, 1963. p. 18-33.


CONTENTS: Retrospective Catalog: Form of the Catalog - Bibliographical Considerations; Method; Format. Prospective Catalog: Form of the Catalog - Bibliographical Considerations; Method - A Computerized Catalog; Format

CONTENTS: Computer Filing Code/ Preparation of Catalog Entries for Filing/ Manual Filing Rules/ Discussion of Arrangement by A.L.A. Filing Rules as Compared with the Code/ Extended Example of Entries Filed by the Code/ Annotated Bibliography: Filing; The Divided Catalog; The Book Catalog; Annotated List of Filing Codes; Annotated Checklist of some Book Catalogs Produced on Data Processing Equipment.

31. International Business Machines Corp.
   Library Catalog Production -- 1401 and 870. n.d. 25 p. (Data Processing Application Brief E20-0093-0)

32. Johnson, R. D.

33. Jollife, John

34. Jones, Robert C.

35. Jones, Robert C.

36. Jones, Robert C.


   IBM 1401 computer produced and maintained printed book catalogs at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. Livermore, California, University of California, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 1964. 25 p.


Report #4: Mechanized Concepts of Library Catalog Production.
Report #5: Book Catalogs for the State Library of Oregon.
Report #7: Comparative Approaches to Library Book Catalog Production.
Report #8: Introduction to a Feasibility Study on Library Book Catalogs.
Report #9: Sample Pages of Library Book Catalogs.
Report #14: Mechanized Procedures of Rocappi, Inc.


49. Maidment, W. R.

50. Matthews, F. W. and D. L. Oulton (Canadian Industries Limited)

51. Meakin, A. O.

52. Mercer, A. E.

53. Moreland, George B.

54. Moreland, George B.

55. Moshman, A. G.

56. New Jersey Library Association. Catalogers Section

57. Nugent, William R.

58. O'Neill, T. B.

59. Parker, Ralph H.

60. Pastan, H. M. E.
61. Perreault, J. M.
   "Computerized book catalog at Florida Atlantic University."

62. Pizer, Irwin H.
   "Another look at printed card catalogs" (letter) Special Libraries,

63. Pizer, Irwin H.
   "Book catalogs versus card catalogs." Medical Library Association

64. Prance, C. A.

65. Ranz, Jim.
   (ACRL Monograph 26)

66. Richmond, Phyllis A.
   "Book catalogs as supplements to card catalogs." Library Resources
   & Technical Services, 8:359-365. Fall 1964.

67. Richmond, Phyllis A.
   "Note on updating and searching computerized catalogs." Library

68. Rider, Fremont.
   "The possibility of discarding the card catalogue." Library

69. Roberts, Justine.
   "Mechanization of library procedures in the medium-sized medical
   library: V. Alphabetization of the book catalog." Medical Library

70. Robinson, Charles W. (Baltimore County Public Library)

71. Roth, H. O.
   "Printed catalogues in New Zealand university libraries." New

72. Schenk, G. K.

73. Sharr, F. A.
   "Book type catalogues for developing countries." UNESCO Library
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74. Sharr, F. A. and others.

75. Shera, Jesse H.

76. Shoemaker, Richard H.

77. Simonton, Wesley.

78. Smith, F. R. and S. O. Jones (Douglas Aircraft Co.).

79. Sommerlad, M. J.

80. Stromberg, Donald H. (Documentation Incorporated).

81. Truett, C. A. J.

82. URBANDOC Project.

83. Vann, S. K., comp.

84. Vann, S. K.
85. Vavrek, B.  

86. Vertanes, Charles A.  

87. Wasserman, Morton N.  


89. Weber, David C. (Stanford University).  

90. Weinstein, Edward A. and Virginia S. George.  

91. Weinstein, Edward A. and Virginia S. George.  

92. Weinstein, Edward A. and Joan Spry.  

93. Wilkinson, W. A.  

94. Wilkinson, W. A.  

ANONYMOUS ENTRIES (By Title)


